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year-olds are dolls and their equipment, clay, painting,
blocks-and wagons.
Learning to Look. — The toys suggested encourage the
development of meaningful vision as well as hand co-ordina-
tion. Accordingly, the baby should be given many kinds
of objects which he can look at and handle. He should be
allowed to look at things as long as he likes without inter-
ruption. A change of surroundings as from room to room,
or from indoors to the street or garden increases his interest
in learning to look and see.
Learning to Feed Himself. — If the child sees the rest of
the family eating with spoons, he may want a spoon, too.
At this age babies get great joy from doing things for them-
selves. Some time, between the eighth and the tenth
months, the baby will usually show an inclination for a
spoon. When this readiness occurs, he should be given
opportunity to learn to use one. Of course, teaching him
to feed himself is at first more trouble than feeding him;
but if the mother continues to help him, he may lose his
eagerness to learn. The spoon should be of medium'size.
A piece of oilcloth on the table and under the baby's chair,
and even a bib made of the same material, will prevent
worry and impatience when the baby spills a good deal at
first, as he is sure to do. A bowl with deep sides is easier
to fill the spoon from than a shallow plate. The chair
should be low enough so the child may rest his feet flat on
the floor, or on some firm support. Books, or a box o£ the
right height may be used as a footstool. The child must
not be expected to feed himself during the entire meal at
first. When he tires, the mother may help with the last few
spoonfuls. Placing the. spoon in the correct position, guid-
ing the hand to the mouth a few times, showing delight
when a cargo arrives in port intact, encouraging him to "do
it just like sister," brother, or father, and never showing
impatience or annoyance at his efforts are some of the ways
iti which the parent or nurse can facilitate the learning of
this skill. By three years of age he will probably be ready
to use a small fork and by six or seven years, a knife. At

